Chairman and Member (Technical) visited Raghunathpur TPS

Shri Andrew W K Langstieh, Chairman, DVC along with his wife Smt Alem Yaden Langstieh visited Raghunathpur TPS on November 5, 2014. Shri Ravi Prakash Tripathi, Member Technical, DVC was also present during their lower valley tour.

On arrival the Chairman received ‘Guard of Honour’ from CISF wing of RTPS. Thereafter, the team of dignitaries visited Power House, Control panels, Cooling Towers, Reservoir, Ash Ponds and other main units of the project.

Chairmen and Member Technical met with senior officials of the project in a meeting. They also met with the rank and file at their respective place of work for better appreciation of their working condition and advised them to work with unity in order to achieve the goal set by the Corporation.
Chairman and Member (Technical) visited Panchet Dam

On the second day of the lower valley tour, the Chairman and the Madam Chairman arrived at Panchet Dam on November 6, 2014. The Member Technical also arrived at Panchet Dam on the same day.

The Chairman received ‘Guard of Honour’ from CISF wing at Panchet Dam. He was also welcomed in a local traditional manner by a team of tribal women from nearby village. Thereafter, they visited the Hydel Power Units, Control Rooms and Concrete Spillway of the dam.

The Chairman and the Madam Chairman were amazed to see the ‘Visitors' Book’ placed at Panchet Hydel wherein our first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru put his remarks on December 6, 1959.

The Member Technical was so ecstatic to see the same that he took photograph of that page considering it as a precious collection.

Thereafter, the whole team visited the picturesque surroundings of Panchet Reservoir and the park developed alongside dyke of the Dam.

He also met with the employees of all ranks of the project and extended the same advice to work in a team for betterment of the organization.
Painting Competition on Energy Conservation held at DVC Towers

The best three paintings were of Kumari Geetanjali Pal, Class-VI of Loreto Day School, Kolkata, Sriman Mayukh Haldar, Class-V of Bhavan’s Gangabux Kanoria Vidyamandir (Pry. Wing), Kolkata, and Sriman Subhadeep Chell, Class-V of Hem Sheela Model School, Durgapur in category 'A' of the State Level Painting Competition-2014 on Energy Conservation, held at DVC Towers on November 15, 2014.

The best three paintings in category ‘B’ were of Kumari Shrabani Sikdar, Class-IX of Bolpur Girls High School, Bolpur, Kumari Medha Ghosh, Class-VIII of Mahadevi Birla World Academy, Kolkata and Sriman Anbik Guin, Class-VIII of Begampur High School, Hooghly the State Level Painting Competition organized by DVC as a campaign on energy conservation in association with Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Central Ministry of Power.

The Chairman, DVC conferred the certificates and cash awards to the winners on the same day. Among others, Shri P K Mukhopadhyay, Member Secretary and Shri A Ghosh, Additional Secretary, were present at the prize distribution ceremony.

As many as 86925 students from different schools in West Bengal participated in the primary level of selection of the painting competition in their respective schools. With this - West Bengal becomes the State having second largest number of participants in National level Painting Competition. Category 'A' was consisting of students of standard IV to VI, while category ‘B’ of students of standard VII to IX.
Display of Paintings and the Group of winners of the Competition on Energy Conservation held at DVC Towers
Painting Competition on Energy Conservation at DVC Ranchi Office

Damodar Valley Corporation was given responsibility to organize State Level Painting Competition-2014 for both the states of West Bengal and Jharkhand by Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Central Ministry of Power. Besides, organizing the same at DVC Towers for West Bengal, the corporation, also organized this competition at its Ranchi Office for Jharkhand State in the same manner as a part of the national awareness campaign on energy conservation.

The best three paintings were of Sriman Shubam Anurag, Kumari Tanisha Panda, and Sriman Sourav Acharya under category ‘A’ and of Sriman Deeptam Das, Sriman Supratik Das and Sriman Shubham Kumar under category ‘B’.
Display of Paintings and the Group of winners of the Competition on Energy Conservation held at DVC Ranchi Office
Member (Technical) joined DVC

Being selected by Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB), Shri Rabi Prakash Tripathi assumed charge of Member Technical in Damodar Valley Corporation on October 31, 2014. Prior to joining DVC, he shouldered the responsibility of Additional General Manager in NTPC.
Madam Chairman visited Sewing Training Centre at MTPS

Shri Andrew W K Langstieh, Chairman, DVC along with Madam Chairman visited MTPS on October 27, 2014. While the Chairman was busy in meeting, Madam Chairman visited Sewing Training Centre being run under SIP Wing at MTPS.

She met with the trainees of Sewing Training Centre and appreciated their works of embroidery, stitching of readymade garments, soft toys etc. She was accompanied by Mrs Mousumi Banerjee, w/o Shri A K Banerjee, CE & HOP and Mrs Bipasha Biswas, w/o M Biswas, CE, (O&M). Shri B G Holkar, Manager (SIP), MTPS had arranged the visit.
Madam Chairman visited Rural Sanitation works done by SIP Wing, MTPS

After visit at Sewing Training Centre, Madam Chairman went Ranipur Manipur (Adibasi Para), Pabra Gram Panchayat, and Ramkrishnapur, Latiboni Gram Panchayet, Bankura on the same day to see the sanitation works done by SIP Wing of MTPS.

SIP Wing of the project has intended to construct 250 latrines one for each house of the village. Construction of 40 latrines have already been completed and handed over to the villagers. Mrs Langstieh, herself handed over the keys of few latrines to the beneficiaries. She also acquainted herself with the weal and owe of the villagers who are benefited by our SIP. Shri B G Holkar, Manager (SIP), MTPS guided the visitors.
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